
 3 Sussex Square, Kemp Town,  BN2 1FJ

£1,250 PCM - 



Two Double Bedroom Apartment With Roof
Terrace, Located In Kemptown Having
Amazing Roof Top Views Over Brighton And
Towards The Sea, Available Now.

Two Double Bedroom Apartment With Roof Terrace, Located In Kemptown
Having Amazing Roof Top Views Over Brighton And Towards The Sea,
Available Now. 

Located at the top of a beautiful Grade I listed Regency building in the ever
popular Sussex Square, with use of the Kemp Town Enclosures, is this
spacious and stylish apartment.

It has two double bedrooms with the master having floor-to-ceiling windows
flooding the room with light. The second bedroom has a range of fitted
wardrobes and drawers. It was designed by our landlord as a dressing room
and guest bedroom with restful views to the west over the roof tops of Kemp
Town. The sunsets can be appreciated from this room and the living room
next door.

The dual aspect living room is extremely light and airy, ideal for entertaining
with access to the separate kitchen. The kitchen has white shaker style
cabinets with granite work surfaces and a range of useful integrated
appliances.

The bathroom has a white suite with bath and separate shower cubicle, sink
and WC, finished with travertine stone in a modern style.

The rare and wonderful addition to this already stunning apartment is a roof
terrace accessed via an electronically operated skylight and full staircase to a
decked and railed terrace with dramatic panoramic views of the sea, Marina,
pier and majestic Sussex Downs.

Wonderfully located for Kemp Town village, the seafront and access into and
out of the city this highly desirable apartment simply must be seen, the
landlord would like a six month tenancy to start off with.These property details are set out as a general outline only and do not constitute any part of an Offer or Contract.

Any services, equipment, fittings or central heating systems have not been tested and no warranty is given or implied
that these are in working order. Buyers are advised to obtain verification from their solicitor or surveyor. Fixtures,
fittings and other items are not included unless specially described. All measurements, distances and areas are
approximate and for guidance only. Room measurements are taken to be the nearest 10 cm and prospective buyers are
advised to check these for any particular purpose, e.g. Fitted carpets and furniture. This material is protected by the
laws of copyright. The owner of the copyright is Mishon Mackay Estate Agents. This property sheet forms part of our
database rights and copyright laws. No unauthorised copying or distribution without permission.
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